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OPTICON-RADIONET PILOT GRANT

▸ 15 M€ from EC H2020 for 2021-2025.02 

▸ transnational access to optical and radio 
telescopes and excellence centres (VLTI) 

▸ training via schools and workshops 

▸ improvement of observing services and 
data access 

▸ harmonisation of observing requests and 
proposal tools 

▸ virtual access to facilities via coordinated 
hubs in time-domain

https://www.orp-h2020.eu/ 



SMALL TELESCOPE FOR BIG SCIENCE
▸ part of OPTICON since 2013 

▸ there are hundreds of small telescopes (0.3-2m) around 
the world 

▸ owned by universities, research institutes, outreach 
institutions, private 

▸ easy and cheap to buy, but hard to operate and use 
efficiently 

▸ about 100 small telescopes have donated their observing 
time to our system for time-domain observations, primarily 
for Gaia microlensing events 

▸ BHTOM system started in 2020 based on LCO’s TOM 
Toolkit 

small telescopes 
dataGaia alone

GAIA23BAY



BHTOM TELESCOPE NETWORK ▸ since 2013, built for Gaia Alerts
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BHTOM TELESCOPE NETWORK ▸ since 2013, built for Gaia Alerts
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Ostrowik 60-cm telescope founded in 1973

This is our 
telescope :)
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‣ What can I use my telescope for? 
‣ I only have 30 clear nights a year… Let’s close it and sell the forest…
‣ I can go observing any time but don’t know what to observe
‣ I can process its data in an automated fashion
‣ My students use the telescope for their training but they lack ideas what to observe
‣ I need to justify the existence of the telescope with publications

This is our 
telescope :)

Ostrowik 60-cm telescope founded in 1973
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user

there was a 
supernova in M101, 

observe now!
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‣ How do I access this telescope?
‣ Is there a way to apply for time? But the proposal page is in Polish!
‣ It has a horrible weather pattern - why bother?
‣ Do I have to go there observing by myself? 
‣ How to process its data?

user

there was a 
supernova in M101, 

observe now!



GAIA DR3 MICROLENSING EVENTS

https://youtu.be/o17MoMTbwy0

user

please 
observe Gaia20fnr 

event for 1 year

MICROLENSING EVENTS DISCOVERED BY GAIA DATA 2014-2018

Wyrzykowski+2023 anim. by Maja Jabłońska, Andrzej Krupka, LW

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o17MoMTbwy0


GAIA DR3 MICROLENSING EVENTS

https://youtu.be/o17MoMTbwy0

user

please 
observe Gaia20fnr 

event for 1 year

‣ I need a long-term multi-wavelength time-domain data for my target
‣ I don’t have access to any Southern telescopes.
‣ No one is going to give me observing time for one target for 1 year!
‣ I don’t have time to process thousands of images from different telescopes!
‣ I am going to write a paper on this target

MICROLENSING EVENTS DISCOVERED BY GAIA DATA 2014-2018

Wyrzykowski+2023 anim. by Maja Jabłońska, Andrzej Krupka, LW

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o17MoMTbwy0


https://bhtom.space

▸ coordination of long-term monitoring of targets 

▸ processing of raw images (PSF photometry) 

▸ automated standardisation (to GaiaSP) 

▸ automated observation requests

BHTOM V.1 (2021-2023)



https://bhtom.space

▸ re-designed to work faster (docker, kafka) 

▸ access to the vast number of archives 

▸ facilitates preparing publications (AI-assisted) 

▸ customizable for users, private filters, targets

BHTOM V.2 FROM OCTOBER 2023



BHTOM
https://bhtom.space



Targets from:

BHTOM - PRIORITARIZATION OF TARGETS
Any time-domain target can be added! Transients, variable stars, etc.



BHTOM - ARCHIVES
▸ automated harvesting archival time-

domain data 

▸ only public 

▸ ZTF 

▸ NEOWISE+ALLWISE 

▸ LINEAR, CRTS 

▸ Gaia DR3 

▸ Gaia Alerts 

▸ SDSS, PS1, DECAPS 

▸ ATLAS almost there 

▸ OGLE EWS almost there 

▸ KMT NET almost there 

▸ DASH - Harvard photografic plates TBA



BHTOM - FITS PROCESSING

▸ CCDPhot - the engine 

▸ combination of SExtractor 
Daophot and Scamp 

▸ manual set-up per 
instrument 

▸ automated processing, 
99% successful 

▸ slow (minutes) 

▸ upload can be scripted

Gaia22dkv -planetary microlensing event



SN2023ixf

BHTOM - STANDARDISATION

▸ instrumental data 
from users or  
from CCDPhot 

▸ automated standardisation 
to Gaia Synthetic 
Photometry 

▸ formerly run as: 
Cambridge Photometric 
Calibration Server  
(CPCS, Zielinski+ 2019)



BHTOM - MODELS

▸ automated models for data 

▸ interactive selection of data 

▸ standard microlensing 

▸ parallax microlensing 

▸ planned:  
peak detection 
TDE

ASV data here



BHTOM - API
https://bhtom.space

• all functionalities of BHTOM 
available programmatically!


• upload (fits, dat, spec)


• target list and filtering


• data download


• standardisation results

docs.bhtom.space



BHTOM - PUBLICATION



BHTOM - PUBLICATION ▸ All observers acknowledged as co-authors

6 more submitted or in prep.
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WORKSHOPS SINCE 2010

NAGRANIA ARCHIWALNE: HTTP://WWW.AST.CAM.AC.UK/IOA/WIKIS/GSAWGWIKI

2011- 
Cambridge 2012-Bologna 2013-Paris 2014-Warsaw

2010- 
Cambridge 2015-Liverpool 2016-Utrecht

2017-Warsaw 2018-Vipava 2019-Catania 2020 - on-line 2021-Crete 2022-Sardinia 2023-Malta

http://www.ast.cam.ac.uk/ioa/wikis/gsawgwiki


BHTOM@ 
ASTROUW.EDU.PL

BHTOM.SPACE 
BH-TOM.ASTROLABS.PL
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PUBLICATIONS USING BHTOM
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PUBLICATIONS USING BHTOM

ChatGPT suggests titles of papers


